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BARBRI has become synonymous with bar prep success. They combine a proven, 

systematic preparation program with cutting-edge technology and expertise to teach 

individuals exactly what they need to know to pass the bar exam — the first time. 

Individual online experience is critical to the delivery of their services and the quality of 

their brand. To date, more than 1.2 million law school graduates have passed the bar 

using BARBRI.

Challenge

One of BARBRI’s number one priorities is the user experience and interface that 

individuals have with their service. It is an important part of protecting the quality 

of their name and brand. If there are online infractions that negatively impact this 

experience, they did not want IT resources wasting time with manual efforts to 

localize the source of the problem. What BARBRI needed was a performance 

monitoring solution  that could help spot problems fast and fix them quickly.

Solution

BARBRI evaluated several companies and selected Dynatrace. Dynatrace provided  

a full-stack monitoring solution that gave them insight to problems before  

impacting users. 

Results

Immediately, BARBRI was impressed with Dynatrace, especially from a management 

perspective.

“We used a different performance management 

solution that was extremely difficult to get the 

data we needed”, said Mark Kaplan, IT Director 

at BARBRI. “New Relic did not provide the tools 

necessary to resolve problems quickly. With 

Dynatrace, I have a single dashboard, one place 

to look if there are problems and my team has 

a way to scale all of the services and resources 

needed to ensure a positive customer experience”. 

BARBARI considers Dynatrace to be a much smarter monitoring solution. 

“A lot of vendors can show charts and metrics but Dynatrace infographics are 
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Challenge

As an e-learning company, BARBRI 
can never be down and a positive 
user experience is everything to their 
organization.    

Solution

Dynatrace

Results

• Dynatrace gives BARBRI a single 
dashboard view to see if there are any 
problems

• Provides scalability to ensure proper 
resources are in place to service their 
customers

• When BARBRI infrastructure team 
experiences an issue, the first place they 
go is Dynatrace

https://www.dynatrace.com/capabilities/application-performance-management/
https://www.dynatrace.com/capabilities/root-cause-analysis/


Learn more at dynatrace.com
Dynatrace is the innovator behind the industry’s premier Digital Performance Platform, making real-time information about 
digital performance visible and actionable for everyone across  business and IT. We help customers of all sizes see their 
applications and digital channels through the lens of their end users. Over 8,000 organizations use these insights to master 
complexity,  gain operational agility and grow revenue by delivering amazing customer experiences.
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amazing, the dashboards are simply the best in class.”

With smartscape technology powered by artificial intelligence, Dynatrace gives BARBRI 

the ability to see their applications exactly the way the customer experiences them. It 

gives their team full operational visibility and insight when monitoring and managing 

web applications. Bottlenecks are found in real-time, problems solved quickly, and 

everyone is back to focusing on the important things, like helping individuals that are 

preparing for difficult bar exams.

“I would most definitely recommend Dynatrace . Dynatrace has changed the way 

we collaborate in the sense that when our team experiences an issue, the first place 

everyone goes is Dynatrace,” said Kaplan.

Dynatrace Digital Performance Platform —  
its digital business…transformed.

Successfully improve your user experiences, launch new initiatives with confidence, 

reduce operational complexity and go to market faster than your competition. With the 

world’s most complete, powerful and flexible digital performance platform for today’s 

digital enterprises, Dynatrace has you covered.

“A lot of vendors can show charts and 
metrics but Dynatrace infographics are 
amazing, the dashboards are simply the 
best in class.”

 — Mark Kaplan, IT Director at BARBRI

https://www.dynatrace.com/capabilities/application-topology-discovery/

